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Keep Ithaka always in your mind. 
Arriving there is what you’re destined for. 

But don’t hurry the journey at all. 
Better if it lasts for years, 

so you’re old by the time you reach the island, 
wealthy with all you’ve gained on the way, 

not expecting Ithaka to make you rich. 

Ithaka gave you the marvelous journey. 
Without her you wouldn't have set out. 
She has nothing left to give you now. 

And if you find her poor, Ithaka won’t have fooled you. 
Wise as you will have become, so full of experience, 

you’ll have understood by then what these Ithakas mean. 

- Ithaka, C. P. Cavafy.
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Popular Science Summary

Imagine you are going out on a Friday night for dinner. But you are new in
town and don’t know any of the good places. You see a restaurant which
is completely empty with no customers inside eating food. If this place
was good, wouldn’t there be some people in there? You hesitate to go in.
You walk a little bit further and see a restaurant which is full of people!
Well, this one must be good, so many people are eating there! You have no
hesitation in going and standing in the queue. This behaviour is not just
seen in humans but in all aspects of nature. Crystals and nanoparticles
have been known to grow on already existing aggregates more easily than
forming a completely new one on their own. Even particles of pollution in
the atmosphere tend to join a larger cluster of particles rather than float
around on their own. Inside our own body, biomolecules called proteins
show this behavior as well. Some proteins tend to aggregate, together
creating larger assemblies. However, for proteins, it is easier to join an
already existing assembly as compared to starting their own assembly.

Let’s talk about proteins a little bit more. These are very important mo-
lecules in our body that are essential in performing crucial functions. In-
deed, our body could not survive without them. Some proteins are messen-
gers between cells, some fight infections in our body and keep us healthy,
and so on. However, during some diseases, certain proteins can actually be
harmful to the body. One such disease is Alzheimer’s disease. This disease
is normally associated with age, but in some cases, it has an early onset
at a younger age as well. It is a neurodegenerative disease, which means
that along with its progression, degeneration of the brain and its function-
ing occurs. The cognitive senses of the patient decline, it becomes difficult
for the patient to take care of themselves and perform basic daily tasks
such as maintaining hygiene, they experience memory loss, there is massive
neuronal cell death, and the volume of their brain shrinks. A large reason
behind all these symptoms is a small protein called amyloid β peptide, or
Aβ. Aβ exists as variants of different lengths. One such variant is Aβ42,
which is 42 amino acids long. During the pathology of Alzheimer’s, Aβ42
becomes neurotoxic. Turns out, Aβ42 also likes to aggregate to larger as-
semblies, like the other particles in nature. These larger aggregates have
been found in the brains of Alzheimer’s patients. It is somewhere during
this process of aggregation that Aβ42 adopts a highly neurotoxic structure.

Let’s go back to the original analogy again of forming a queue outside the
restaurant. You are walking in the town looking for a restaurant to eat at.

xvii



Outside one restaurant you see a group of your friends waiting in the queue,
and outside another restaurant you see a bunch of strangers. You go and
join your friends for dinner of course! Do proteins show this behavior when
joining a larger assembly as well? Do they go to an assembly where they see
familiar features that they can recognize and prefer it over assemblies that
have no such features? Let’s really stretch this analogy, because why not.
You are standing in the queue outside the restaurant with your friends.
Now you are a big group and there might not be space for you inside. At
some point you all decide to leave the queue and go get food somewhere
else. Do proteins growing on assemblies do this as well? At what point does
a cluster of protein molecules separate from a larger aggregate and go form
their own aggregate? Knowing the answers to these questions will help us
understand protein behavior better, and so these are some of the questions
we try to answer in this thesis. If we understand this protein aggregation
behavior better, we can design a better approach to cure diseases.

We hope that one day we know enough about these proteins that we can
find a cure for Alzheimer’s, such that there is no protein aggregation in
the brain, just like there were no queues outside restaurants during the
COVID19 pandemic.

xviii



1
Alzheimer’s Disease

“The woods are lovely, dark and deep, but I have promises to keep.

And miles to go before I sleep, and miles to go before I sleep...”

- Stopping by the woods on a snowy evening, Robert Frost
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Chapter 1. Alzheimer’s Disease

1.1 Background

In 1907 Alois Alzheimer wrote an article reporting a peculiar case. The
director of the insane asylum of Frankfurt am Main gave him a specimen of
a patient’s central nervous system for clinical analysis. The case could not
be classified as any recognized illness, as the clinical analysis showed ana-
tomical characteristics that set it apart from other cases [1]. The patient
was Auguste Deter, a 55-year-old woman who had died from a progressive
behavioral and cognitive disorder. Alzheimer was convinced that the case
of Auguste Deter represented an unusual cause of dementia. Since then,
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD), which this illness later came to be known as,
has been recognized as the leading contributor of dementia, accounting for
up to 75% of the cases [2]. It is estimated that approximately 47 million
people over the world are currently living with dementia, and this number
is projected to be 90 million by 2030 [3]. According to the WHO data pub-
lished in 2018, Alzheimer’s caused deaths in Sweden accounted for 12.55%
of total deaths.

AD is a progressive neurodegenerative disease and affects the cerebral cor-
tex and hippocampus [4]. The most common early symptom is difficulty
remembering recent events (short-term memory loss). As the disease ad-
vances, symptoms can include problems with language, disorientation (in-
cluding easily getting lost), mood swings, loss of motivation, not managing
self-care, and behavioural issues. A hallmark of AD pathology is the depos-
ition of amyloid proteins in the form of neurofibrillary tangles and senile
plaques in patient brains.

While age is the factor most closely related to AD, several other factors have
been known to increase the risk of developing Alzheimer’s. These include
cerebrovascular disease [5–7], hypertension [8, 9], diabetes [10, 11], obesity
[12], smoking [13], and traumatic brain injury [14]. Recently there has
also been growing evidence that sleep disturbance is strongly linked with
AD [15]. Approximately 25–66% of AD patients exhibit sleep disturbances
[16, 17]. On top of these, the involvement of various genetic factors is
also known to cause an early onset and rapid progression of the disease.
However, there are also some factors that seem to have a protective effect
against AD. For example, lower cases of AD in people with higher education
has been reported [18–21]. Community activities, social engagements, and
leisure activities that count as intellectual exercises have also been reported
as protective against AD [22–24]. Apart from these, a healthy diet and
physical activity are also shown to have a protective role against AD [25,

2



1.2. Amyloid Cascade Hypothesis

26].

While the very first drug to treat AD has recently received Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) approval, there is a large room for improvement.
Understanding the molecular mechanism of the disease will only help in
designing a more efficient cure.

1.2 Amyloid Cascade Hypothesis

In 1907, Alois Alzheimer reported the presence of a “peculiar substance”
in the central nervous system sample of Auguste Deter, but it was only
in 1984 that this was identified as the amyloid β (Aβ) peptide [27]. In
1992, the amyloid cascade hypothesis was proposed by JA Hardy and GA
Higgins [28]. The amyloid cascade hypothesis states that the deposition of
amyloid β peptide is the causative event of Alzheimer’s disease and that
neurofibrillary tangles, cell loss, vascular damage, and dementia follow as a
direct result of this deposition. Aβ was identified as the main component of
senile plaques [4, 27]. Aβ is derived from the cleavage of a transmembrane
protein, amyloid precursor protein (APP) [29]. The main component of
the neurofibrillary tangles was identified to be the protein tau [30], a key
component for microtubule assembly in axons [31].

Both Aβ and tau are amyloid proteins and form highly ordered fibrillar
aggregates. While these fibrillar aggregates were initially considered to be
the neurotoxic species in AD, this opinion has changed over the years. It
has since then been established that the fibrils of these amyloid proteins
are relatively inert, while it is the intermediate aggregate species that are
neurotoxic [32].

While the amyloid cascade hypothesis has been recently challenged [33,
34], a major form of support comes from the discovery that individuals
with Down’s syndrome, who have a duplication of chromosome 21 and thus
over-express the gene for APP, have significantly higher chances of getting
Alzheimer’s disease [35]. More support has come from studies showing
that APP transgenic mouse models exhibit some of the main pathological
signs of AD, such as the formation of Aβ plaques, synaptic loss, synaptic
plasticity alterations, and memory impairment [36].

3





2
The Amyloid β Peptide

“..If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster

And treat those two impostors just the same...”

- If, Rudyard Kipling

5



Chapter 2. The Amyloid β Peptide

The Aβ peptide exists as variants of different lengths, based on the total
number of amino acids in its sequence. Out of these variants, Aβ40 (40
amino acids) is present at higher concentrations in the brain, but Aβ42 (42
amino acids) is more aggregation-prone and thus linked more closely to the
disease [37]. As mentioned in Chapter 1, Aβ42 is generated by the cleavage
of a larger transmembrane protein, APP. APP is cleaved by β-secretase
before Asp1 residue of the Aβ-domain [7]. Subsequent proteolysis by γ-
secretase gives rise to a variation of length variants at the C-terminus [38–
40]. This thesis focuses on Aβ42. In its native form, Aβ42 is monomeric
and unstructured. During the pathology of Alzheimer’s disease, Aβ42 un-
dergoes an aggregation process and forms highly ordered amyloid aggreg-
ates through a series of microscopic steps. The nature of this self-assembly
process can be described as auto-catalytic. It is during this self-assembly
process that the intermediate neurotoxic species appear, and hence it is
important to study the mechanism of aggregation.

2.1 Mechanism of Aβ42 aggregation

Over the last few years, significant progress has been made in understanding
the aggregation mechanism of Aβ42. This has been made possible thanks
to improved techniques to gain reproducible data on aggregation kinetics
of Aβ42 [41], as well as the development of mathematical kinetic models
[42, 43]. The most common method to study the aggregation of amyloid
proteins such as Aβ42 is to follow the fluorescence of a dye called Thioflavin
T (ThT), which binds specifically to amyloid structures (see Chapter 3 for
more details). It is now established that the self-assembly process involves
a series of microscopic steps, namely primary nucleation, elongation, and
secondary nucleation. Primary nucleation involves monomers only, while
secondary nucleation and elongation involve fibrils and monomers both.

2.1.1 Primary Nucleation and Elongation

A typical ThT fluorescence assay for following the aggregation of Aβ42
consists of an initial lag phase, followed by an exponential phase, and a final
plateau. This reflects the formation of ThT-positive amyloid structures
from the starting monomer solution. Primary nucleation dominates the
early lag phase of this ThT curve (figure 2.2) [44]. This is a slow process.
Close to the very beginning of the aggregation reaction, just after t=0, when
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2.1. Mechanism of Aβ42 aggregation

there are no species of aggregates present, primary nucleation is the only
active molecular event, while fibril dependent processes like elongation and
secondary nucleation are completely suppressed [44]. Monomers in bulk
solution form primary nuclei. Once a nucleus is formed, it can continue
growing through elongation (figure 2.1). In elongation, monomers are added
to fibril ends and take up the structure of the parent fibril. The energy
barrier for elongation is lower than for primary nucleation, and it is a faster
process. Soon, secondary nucleation can start occurring.

Figure 2.1: Microscopic steps involved in autocatalytic proliferation of Aβ42. Blue circles represent monomers, and
green squares represent nuclei and growing aggregates.

2.1.2 Secondary Nucleation

Remarkably, nucleated growth processes are everywhere around us in nature.
Crystals [45], nanoparticles [46], and even particulate matter in air pollu-
tion [47] have been shown to grow by nucleation processes. This is such
a common phenomenon because the energy barrier for growing on a pre-
existing aggregate is lower than that for starting a new aggregate.

In the amyloid aggregation process, once primary nuclei are formed, they
can grow through elongation, but they can also provide a surface to cata-
lyze the growth of more monomers and the formation of new nuclei on their
surface. These nuclei can then detach from the fibril surfaces, grow through
elongation, and further provide a surface for the formation of more nuclei

7



Chapter 2. The Amyloid β Peptide

(figure 2.1). This process is thus autocatalytic in nature and is responsible
for the exponential growth phase in the ThT fluorescence curve (figure 2.2)
[42]. Given this exponential growth phase, secondary nucleation produces
substantially more oligomeric aggregates compared to the other growth pro-
cesses. It has been established now that these oligomers are the neurotoxic
species in Alzheimer’s disease [48–50].

The rate of secondary nucleation is dependent on both monomers and fib-
rils. In some cases, it has been observed that secondary nucleation is sat-
urated [51, 52]. In this situation, all available fibril surfaces are completely
covered by monomers, leaving no more space for the attachment of more
monomers and the formation of new nuclei until the nucleated species on
the fibril surfaces are detached.

Another process worth mentioning is fragmentation, which involves break-
ing off of fibrils and thus the creation of more fibrillar ends for the growth of
monomers through elongation. This creates a sharp increase in the growth
rate. Fragmentation can be influenced by extrinsic factors such as agitation.

Figure 2.2: A typical ThT assay curve for Aβ42 and the dominant processes in it. All the microscopic steps involved
in the self-assembly of Aβ42 are ongoing simultaneously in all phases of the sigmoidal curve, but certain
processes are the driving forces during certain phases.

After the early primary nuclei are formed, all microscopic processes - primary
nucleation, elongation, and secondary nucleation - occur simultaneously
during all phases of the growth curve until the free monomers in the solu-
tion are depleted.

8



2.1. Mechanism of Aβ42 aggregation

This mechanism of secondary nucleation dominated proliferation is also ob-
served for Aβ40 [51], and other amyloid proteins involved with disorders
such as α-synculein in Parkinson’s Disease [53], and IAPP in type II dia-
betes [54].

2.1.3 Oligomers

As mentioned earlier, it has now been established that oligomers are the
neurotoxic species during Alzheimer’s disease, while fibrils are relatively
inert. While there is no doubt that oligomers are also generated during
primary nucleation, the generation of oligomers is much more prolific during
secondary nucleation due to the catalytic surfaces provided by fibrils. As a
result, we see a similarly sharp increase in oligomer formation as we do with
fibril formation followed by ThT fluorescence (figure 2.3). Indeed, targeting
secondary nucleation of Aβ42 has been shown to reduce the toxicity of the
peptide in vivo by lowering oligomer formation [55]. However, oligomers
are transient species, and their concentration decreases over time [56].

Figure 2.3: Evolution of oligomer concentration over the aggregation time-scale as followed by liquid scintillation
counting. Figure adapted from ref. [56].

Notably, the decrease in oligomer concentration is much slower compared
to the sharp increase in oligomer formation at the beginning of the ag-
gregation reaction. This decrease of oligomer concentration can in part be
attributed to their conversion into fibrils, but a large number of oligomers
also dissociate back to monomers without being converted into fibrils [56].

The transient nature of oligomers has made detailed studies challenging and
structural information about oligomers is limited. Structures of oligomers
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that have been stabilized by sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), or by other
detergent micelles are available [57–59]. The limited structural information
about oligomers makes it even more important to understand the molecular
mechanism of secondary nucleation and oligomer formation in order to
develop a targeted approach for curing Alzheimer’s disease.

2.1.4 Rate Constants

Mathematical terms can be assigned to these microscopic steps involved in
the aggregation process. Doing this can help us understand how the system
can evolve over time.

Before we begin with the mathematical equations for the nucleation pro-
cesses, let’s define some variables to understand them. During the aggreg-
ation process, at a given time, the system will contain:

m(t) - the concentration of free monomers,

M(t) - the mass concentration of fibrils,

P(t) - the number concentration of fibrils.

As discussed earlier, at the beginning of the reaction process, closer to
t=0, fibril dependent processes like elongation and secondary nucleation
will be inactive because M(t) and P(t) will be zero. The value of m(t)
at t=0 will be whatever initial monomer concentration that we start the
experiment with (m(0)). At this time, primary nucleation will be the first
active process, generating new fibrils at a rate described as:

δP

δt
= knm(t)nc ,

where, kn is the primary nucleation rate constant, and nc is the primary
nucleation order.
The process consumes monomers and adds to the fibril mass, but this con-
tribution is small enough to be neglected. Instead, the process which is the
main contributor to fibril mass by monomer addition is elongation, which
can be described as:

δM

δt
= k+m(t)P (t)

δm

δt
= −k+m(t)P (t),
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2.1. Mechanism of Aβ42 aggregation

where k+ is the elongation rate constant.

The nuclei that have grown through elongation act as catalytic surfaces
during secondary nucleation for the growth of more monomers and the
production of new fibrils, which can be described as:

(
δP

δt

)

sec

= k2m(t)n2M(t),

where k2 is the secondary nucleation rate constant, and n2 is the secondary
nucleation reaction order.

The processes described by these equations all contribute to the produc-
tion of new fibrils over time. In order to determine the contribution of each
process to the production of new fibril mass over time, and to determine
the individual rate constants, rate equations have been solved to create a
master equation describing time evolution of fibril mass [60]:

M(t)

M∞
= 1−

(
B− + C+e

κt

B+ + C+eκt
· B+ + C+

B− + C+

)α2

κβ

· e−αt,

where the definitions of the parameters are

λ =
√

2k+knm(0)nc

κ =
√
2k+k2m(0)n2+1

B± =
α± β

2κ

C± = ± λ2

2κ2

α =

√
2κ2

[n2(n2 + 1)] + 2λ2

nc

β =
√
α2 − 4C+C−κ2
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where P∞ and M∞ are the aggregate number and mass concentration at
the end of the aggregation reaction.

This equation and expansions of it have helped us extract individual rate
constants and the effects of various conditions on them, and thus under-
stand the aggregation mechanism. The online platform Amylofit [43] was
developed to facilitate this, where we can upload experimental data and
analyze by global fitting of various models.

Saturated secondary nucleation:

As explained earlier, secondary nucleation can sometimes be saturated,
for example, at high peptide concentrations. Saturation of nucleation pro-
cesses can be explained in a similar manner to Michaelis Menten kinetics.
The rate of formation of new fibrils with saturated secondary nucleation
can be described as:

δP

δt
= k2M(t) · m(t)n2

1 + m(t)n2

KM

Where KM is the saturation constant for secondary nucleation.

The master equation is then adapted to [60]:

M(t)

M∞
= 1−

(
1− M(0)

M∞

)
e−αt ·

(
B− + C+e

κt

B+ + C+eκt
· B+ + C+

B− + C+

)α2

κβ

,

where the definitions of the parameters are

λ =
√

2k+knm(0)nc

κ =

√
2m(0)k+ · m(0)n2k2

1 +m(0)n2/KM

B± =
α± β

2κ
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2.2. Fibril Structure

C± =
k+P (0)

κ
± k+M(0)

2m(0)k+
± λ2

2κ2

α = 2k+P∞

β =
√
α2 − 4C+C−κ2

This mathematical model of saturating secondary nucleation is used to
fit experimental data for some of the peptides studied in this thesis, and
the kinetic analyses of experiments are performed with the help of our
collaborators G. Meisl, A. Dear, and T. P. J. Knowles.

2.2 Fibril Structure

Understanding the structure of Aβ42 fibrils is key in deciphering the mo-
lecular mechanism of secondary nucleation. Several high resolution struc-
tures of the Aβ42 fibril core have been solved [61–63]. One of these [62] is
shown in figure 2.4. Each fibril consists of two filaments, which in turn are
built by a large number of monomer planes stacked on top of each other,
perpendicular to the fibril axis. Each plane in a filament consists of two
monomer units. The first 14 amino acid residues of Aβ42 constitute the
N-terminal region, which remains relatively flexible in the end-stage fibrils.
The residues 15-42 form the fibril core. Contrasting structures of Aβ42
fibrils have also been reported, hinting that the fibril structure is strongly
influenced by sample conditions [64–67].

In typical Aβ42 aggregates, individual filaments can be observed, and two
filaments are twisted around each other along a common axis, seen as
“nodes” that appear along the fibril at regular intervals. This can be ob-
served in the fibril morphology from cryoTEM images (figure 2.4 (A)). The
distances between these periodical nodes can be calculated from cryoTEM
images. These node-to-node distances have been used to characterize dif-
ferent morphologies for fibrils formed by various Aβ42 mutants studied in
this thesis.
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Figure 2.4: (A) CryoTEM image of Aβ42 fibrils. Inset shows CPK model of 9 planes of a filament, one plane con-
sisting of two monomers, prepared using PDB file 5KK3 [62] in PyMol [68]. The fibril shows presence of
positively charged residues (blue), negatively charged residues (red), and hydrophobic residues (yellow),
exposed on the fibril surface. (B) Solid-state NMR structure of Aβ42 fibril [62].

2.3 Driving Forces in Protein Self Assembly

The major driving force of protein folding is the hydrophobic effect. On
top of this, electrostatic interactions also play a role in protein folding and
stability. Aβ42 contains a large number of hydrophobic as well as charged
amino acid residues, which can not only dictate the self-assembly process,
but also influence the catalysis of monomer growth if they are exposed on
the fibril surface.

2.3.1 Hydrophobic Effect

Certain molecules such as hydrocarbons are insoluble in water. This is
known as the hydrophobic effect. In a protein sequence, certain amino
acids such as valine, alanine, phenylalanine, or tyrosine have hydrophobic
side chains. Proteins tend to fold in a way such that the non-polar surface
that is exposed to water is minimal. As a result, there is a tendency for
hydrophobic molecules to isolate themselves from contact with water, and
during protein folding the hydrophobic side chains become buried in the
interior of the protein [69]. This hydrophobic effect is a major force in
protein folding [70, 71].

The sequence of Aβ42 consists of a large number of hydrophobic residues.
Most of these are buried in the interior of the fibril core in the Aβ42 fibril
structure, but there are some which are exposed on the surface and to the
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solvent [62] (Figure 2.4 (B)). There are four such hydrophobic residues on
the flexible N-terminal segment of Aβ42, and four on the fibril core. These
residues on the fibril core, Val18, Ala21, Val40, and Ala42, are located
in such a way that they form two continuous hydrophobic strips on each
filament in the fibril. The effects of these particular hydrophobic residues
at the N-terminal part and on the fibril core on the aggregation behavior
of Aβ42 are investigated in Paper I and Paper II in this thesis.

2.3.2 Electrostatic Interactions

Certain amino acids such as aspartic acid, glutamatic acid, arginine, lysine,
and histidine have ionizable side chains. The charges on these amino acids
can be modulated by altering the pH of the solvent [72]. This can cause
significant effects on the behavior of the protein. Since charged residues
can be positive or negative, they can give rise to attractive or repulsive
forces with respect to protein folding. Thus, interactions between charged
residues can confer specificity [73]. These residues also impart a net charge
to the protein, which can have significant implications on protein solubility
and interactions.

The sequence of Aβ42 consists of a number of charged residues, and the net
charge of Aβ42 is negative. This can affect on the interactions of Aβ42 with
other biomolecules such as membranes, which also possess a net negative
charge. The charged residues of Aβ42 are not studied in this thesis, but
their role in the aggregation behavior of the peptide will be touched upon
in more detail in Chapter 5.
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3
Methods

“Science is like a love affair with nature; an elusive, tantalising mistress. It
has all the turbulence, twists and turns of romantic love, but that’s part of
the game.”

- Vilanayur S. Ramachandran
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Chapter 3. Methods

3.1 Chromatographic methods for purification

The importance of purity of sample can not be overstated while working
with the Aβ peptide. Minor traces of impurity can perturb the aggregation
kinetics and make it difficult to get reproducible behavior. To ensure the
sequence purity of the peptide, we express the peptide recombinantly. To
remove all possible contaminants, we perform ion exchange chromatography
followed by multiple rounds of size exclusion chromatography.

3.1.1 Ion Exchange Chromatography

Ion exchange chromatography (IEC) separates proteins on the basis of their
net charge. The stationary phase in IEC consists of tiny beads, usually
called a resin, to which chemicals possessing a charge are attached. In
cation exchange chromatography, negatively charged groups are attached
to the beads, and they bind to positively charged compounds in the mobile
phase. While in anion exchange chromatography, positively charged groups
are attached to the beads, and they bind to negatively charged compounds
in the mobile phase. The protein bound to the beads is then eluted by step-
wise changing the mobile phase pH or salt concentration, which affects the
net charge of adsorbed protein [74].

Figure 3.1: (A) Schematic representation of cation exchange chromatography [75]. (B) SDS-PAGE gel from anion
exchange purification of a mutant form of Aβ42 studied in this thesis. Increasing salt concentration
promotes the peptide to elute from the resin.
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3.1.2 Size Exclusion Chromatography

Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC), also known as gel filtration chro-
matography, separates proteins on the basis of their size [76]. The station-
ary phase in SEC is a gel composed of spherical porous beads. When the
protein sample is passed through in the mobile phase as an aqueous flow,
proteins of different sizes interact differently with the pores in the station-
ary phase. Proteins of smaller size are retained in the pores and stay longer
in the stationary phase before eluting, while larger proteins will elute more
rapidly as they will not be retained within the pores. Thus, the elution
time of the protein is dependent on its size. While working with Aβ42, it is
highly desirable to purify fresh monomers using SEC before setting up any
experiments, to ensure the monomeric nature of starting material, and to
remove all impurities in order to avoid perturbation of aggregation kinetics,
which are sensitive to these.

Figure 3.2: (A) Schematic representation of size exclusion chromatography (B) a typical SEC chromatogram show-
ing elution peak for Aβ42 monomers from a 26x600 mm Superdex 75 column. The sample collected
from the middle part of the peak is used for further experiments.

3.2 Thioflavin T

Thioflavin T (ThT) is a fluorescent dye that has become ubiquitously asso-
ciated with work in the amyloid field. ThT gives strong fluorescence upon
binding to amyloids and helps follow the aggregation process of amyloid
proteins. The ThT molecule has a benzyl ring and a benzothiazole ring
connected by a single carbon-carbon bond. In solution, these rings rotate
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freely around this bond and as a result, the quantum yield is low. How-
ever, when ThT binds to amyloid structures, the rotation of these rings
stops as they are locked, increasing the quantum yield. In the presence
of amyloids, ThT has an excitation maximum at 450 nm, and an emis-
sion maximum at 482 nm wavelength [77]. When the dye concentration
is optimized carefully, the fluorescence signal is linearly related to fibril
mass concentration, which means that kinetic analysis of ThT fluorescence
assays have also helped understand the microscopic steps involved in the
mechanism of Aβ42 aggregation [42].

Figure 3.3: (A) Molecular structure of Thioflavin T. (B) a typical ThT fluorescence assay for a concentration range
of Aβ42.

3.3 Cryogenic Electron Microscopy

Cryogenic Electron Microscopy (cryoEM) is a fast-evolving and increasingly
used technique in the field of structural biology. The number of structures
reported from single particle analysis (SPA) using cryoEM is increasing
exponentially [78, 79]. CryoEM has been extensively used in this thesis as
a characterization technique for fibril morphology of Aβ42 and its mutants.
As the name suggests, electron microscopy uses a beam of electrons emitted
from an electron gun to image biological macromolecules. Electrons are
scattered by molecules in the air, and so electron microscopes must be
operated in a high vacuum. For this reason, an electron microscope setup
is equipped with a series of vacuum pumps. Thus, the samples are imaged
under a high vacuum and at liquid nitrogen temperatures.
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The EM column consists of three lens systems. Each lens system has its own
lens, deflectors, stigmators, and apertures. The deflectors and stigmators
aid the lens in focusing the electron beam on the sample and onwards to the
detector. Apertures block the electrons that are going far from the optical
axis of the lens, because these cause blurring of the image. The detector
then helps create high-resolution images from the electrons emerging from
the sample [80].

3.3.1 Plunge Freezing

The plunge freezing method of sample preparation has helped accelerate the
cryoEM revolution. Developed by Jacques Dubochet, which won him the
Nobel prize in Chemistry in 2017, this method helps preserve the sample
in its near-native state for imaging [81]. A very small amount of sample is
placed on an EM grid, suspended above a reservoir of liquid ethane. The
liquid ethane is cooled by liquid nitrogen, maintained at -184 oC. After the
sample is applied onto the grid, the grid is pressed against a pad of filter
paper, absorbing most of the material. This is then rapidly plunged into
liquid ethane. If the sample is thin enough, the heat is transferred into the
liquid ethane so quickly that the water molecules don’t have time to form
ice crystals.

Figure 3.4: Schematic representation of a plunge freezing setup.
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3.4 Direct Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Mi-
croscopy

In this thesis, we have used Direct Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Micro-
scopy (dSTORM) to image peptides with covalently labelled fluorophores.
dSTORM is a super-resolution microscopy technique that operates fluoro-
phores as photoswitches and provides an optical resolution of 20 nm [82].
These photoswitches are able to be reversibly cycled between a fluorescent
and dark condition by irradiation. This method of microscopy involves
imaging the fluorophore-labelled molecules individually over a period of
time, allowing the position of thousands of molecules to be determined,
and uses this information to create a high-resolution image [83]. dSTORM
can be used to image tissue sections as well as proteins in vitro. Another
advantage of dSTORM is that it is relatively simple and cheap to set up.
Two or more imaging channels are possible in dSTORM, which means that
interaction between two different types of biomolecules can be studied by
labelling them with different fluorophores.

We use dSTORM in Paper III and Paper IV of this thesis, with the help
of our collaborators M. Barghouth and E. Zhang.
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4
Discussion of Papers

“The great tragedy of science - the slaying of a beautiful hypothesis by an
ugly fact.”

- Thomas Huxley
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4.1 Paper I

The idea for this project was born after the solid-state NMR structure of
the Aβ42 fibril core was resolved [62]. Exposed on the fibril core of the
Aβ42 fibril surface are four hydrophobic residues - Val18, Ala21, Val40,
and Ala42. These four residues are arranged in such a way that they form
two hydrophobic patches - Val18 and Ala21 forming one patch, and Val40
and Ala42 forming the other. Each filament cross-section of Aβ42 con-
sists of two monomers, and hence these two hydrophobic patches are found
twice in each cross-section. Hence, along the length of a filament, Val40
and Ala42 form a continuous hydrophobic strip. Val18 and Ala21 are loc-
ated in a continuous hydrophobic groove along the filament length. Since
secondary nucleation is associated with a low energy barrier of entropic
nature [84], it seemed reasonable to expect that the exposed hydrophobic
surfaces on the fibril core might play a role in the binding of monomers and
their subsequent catalysis towards nucleation on the fibril surface. To test
this hypothesis, we created seven serine substitution mutants - four single
mutants for each hydrophobic residue; two double mutants for each hydro-
phobic patch (18+21) and (40+42); and a quadruple mutant to replace all
hydrophobic residues with the hydrophilic serine.

Aggregation kinetics performed as a function of time and concentration
showed that for all these seven serine mutants, while the lag phase of ag-
gregation was somewhat extended, the serine substitution did not have a
significant effect on secondary nucleation, as all of them still showed sec-
ondary nucleation as the dominant nucleation route in their aggregation
process. A surprising result was however seen in the cross-seeding studies,
which are performed for each mutant with wild type (WT) Aβ42 to probe
whether the WT monomers are catalyzed on the surface of mutant fibrils,
and vice versa. Under normal circumstances, the aggregation of monomers
is catalyzed by the presence of seeds, which can be noticed by the short-
ening of the lag phase with increasing concentration of seeds. This seeding
effect was however missing in the case of V18S, as WT monomers failed to
catalyze on V18S seeds. This effect was also missing in the other mutants
containing the V18S substitution, namely the double mutant (18+21)S,
and the quadruple mutant 4S (figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: Cross-seeding aggregation kinetics of mutants containing V18S substitution with WT Aβ42. Self-
seeding of WT monomers with WT seeds is shown in comparison. A clear shortening of the lag phase
can be seen with increasing seed concentration. However, this effect can not be observed for WT
monomers with seeds of V18S, (18+21)S, and 4S.

To get a better idea of what could be different about these fibrils which fail
to catalyze WT monomers, we performed cryoTEM imaging to study fibril
morphology. An interesting result was seen here as well. All the fibrils
which failed to catalyze nucleation of the WT monomers were observed to
show markedly different morphology as compared to WT fibrils. These fib-
rils have much longer distances between the “nodes” which are observed in
a typical fibril by the two filaments twisting over each other. On the other
hand, the other mutants which were capable of catalyzing WT monomers,
namely A21S, V40S, A42S, and (40+42)S, showed morphology similar to
WT fibrils, with shorter distances between nodes. In fact, measuring the
node-to-node distances in these fibrils, which can be used as a proxy for
fibril morphology, helped us classify the seven serine mutants into two dif-
ferent groups - peptides containing the V18S mutation in one morphology
group (group B), and the remaining in the other (group A).
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Figure 4.2: Analysis of fibril morphology based on cryoTEM images leads to the classification of serine mutants into
two groups. Mutants of group B form fibrils that cannot catalyze the growth of monomers of group A
peptides. Bottom panel shows cryoTEM images of fibrils of a peptide of each group; WT - belonging
to group A, and 4S, belonging to group B

Since it is plausible that fibrils showing different morphology might have
taken up a different fibril structure, we performed ANS fluorescence studies.
ANS is a fluorescent probe that binds to hydrophobic surfaces and when
excited at 350 nm, gives a fluorescence maximum at 490 nm, in contrast
to 530 nm in water. We noticed strong ANS fluorescence in presence of
4S fibrils. In principle, 4S should not show ANS fluorescence since all four
hydrophobic residues exposed on the fibril surface are replaced by serine.
However, since it clearly has hydrophobic surfaces that bind ANS, this
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indicates that the other hydrophobic residues in the Aβ42 sequence which
are buried in the WT fibril core, are now exposed on the fibril surface due
to the peptide folding differently and taking up a different fibril structure.
This strongly points to the fact that fibril structure (or morphology) plays
a big role for the monomer to be able to catalyze on the fibril surface.

Further seeding studies reveal that group B mutants show good cross-
seeding with each other, but not with other serine mutants of group A.
Additionally, Aβ40 fibrils are known to be unable to catalyze the growth of
WT Aβ42 fibrils [85]. We noticed that Aβ40 fibrils have similar morphology
to group B mutants, and seeding experiments also show good cross-seeding
with group B Aβ42 mutants.

This paper hence shows the importance of fibril structure in surface cata-
lyzed secondary nucleation, which is strongly linked with the ability of the
monomers to take up the parent fibril structure. It will be interesting to
get structural details on the fibrils of a mutant such as 4S, which would
give us information on the surface exposed residues that make the growth
of the WT monomers incompatible, and also more insight on how the V18S
mutation switches fibril structure.
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4.2 Paper II

This project was a logical follow-up to Paper I. While in Paper I we
investigated the role of hydrophobic residues on the Aβ42 fibril core surface,
in this project we focus on the hydrophobic residues at the flexible N-
terminal part of Aβ42. There are four such residues at the N-terminal
segment - Ala2, Phe4, Tyr10, and Val12. We create a series of mutants at
these positions to decrease the hydrophobicity and test how this changes
the aggregation behavior of the peptide. Additionally, we also include Y10F
as a mutant with more hydrophobicity than WT Aβ42 at the respective
position.

Aggregation kinetics were performed for all mutant peptides as a function of
peptide concentration and time. This showed a clear role of hydrophobicity
at these positions especially on primary nucleation, but also on the second-
ary nucleation. Figure 4.3 shows the comparison of aggregation curves for
all variants followed at ∼5 µM monomer concentration.

Figure 4.3: Aggregation curves for mutants created at different positions of the N-terminal segment of Aβ42 in
comparison with WT. Aggregation curves are shown for representative monomer concentration close to
5 µM.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of aggregation curves for mutants involving Ala substitutions and Ser substitutions at
positions 2, 4, 10, and 12, along with WT peptide. Aggregation curves are shown for representative
monomer concentration close to 5 µM.

The most significant retardation of secondary nucleation is observed by
replacing Tyr10 and Val12 with smaller hydrophobic (Ala) or hydrophilic
(Ser) groups. This can be seen by the reduced steepness of the exponential
phase in the aggregation curve. This effect is more prominent for Y10A and
Y10S, which show reduced formation of fibril mass via secondary pathways
by almost one order of magnitude. The Y10F mutation, which removes the
polar nature of Tyr at position 10 only slightly hinders secondary nucle-
ation. It is notable that Y10A, Y10S, V12A, and V12S mutations all cause
an extended lag phase as well, in addition to affecting secondary nucleation.

An interesting observation is that the Ala substitution at position 4 (F4A)
seems to hinder secondary nucleation more than the Ser substitution (F4S)
(figure 4.3 and 4.4). However, it can be noted that while lowered hydro-
phobicity at the N-terminal region affects secondary nucleation, it still re-
mains a dominant process in the aggregation mechanism of all the mutants
because primary nucleation is even more retarded.

Cryo-TEM micrographs show that the mutants with lowered hydrophobi-
city appear to form significantly longer fibrils than WT. This can be attrib-
uted to the monomer being utilized more for elongation and fibril growth
when secondary nucleation is affected. One such example is shown in figure
4.5 as a comparison between Y10F and Y10A.
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Figure 4.5: Fibrils formed by Y10F and Y10A reflect an inflated rate of elongation in order to accommodate
monomer utilization due to lowered secondary nucleation. WT Aβ42 fibrils can be seen in figure 4.2
for comparison.

In Paper I we saw that secondary nucleation is a general feature whose
presence is robust towards sequence perturbations. The findings of this pro-
ject, and the dominance of secondary nucleation in the aggregation mech-
anism of all the studied mutants, support the idea of the generality and
robustness of secondary nucleation. We also understand from this study,
and previous papers, that while factors such as hydrophobicity play a role
in secondary nucleation, it is not dependent on one particular feature of
the peptide.
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4.3 Paper III

Covalent labelling of fluorophores to biomolecules is highly desirable since
it can open up a vast number of possibilities in terms of fluorescence-based
single-molecule techniques available to us for gaining insight into the mo-
lecular mechanisms of events underlying the disease. This has proved to
be challenging in the past with Aβ42 and has led to perturbations in ag-
gregation kinetics and fibril morphology. This project is a small detour
from the path of this thesis so far, but important for the next step in un-
derstanding secondary nucleation and other mechanistic studies of Aβ42
aggregation and cellular uptake. Since fluorophores typically have the size
comparable to 7-10 amino acid residues and may be both hydrophobic and
charged, careful consideration is required while labeling them to a small
peptide such as Aβ42. In this study, we build on the information we have
about residues in the Aβ42 sequence, particularly about their position in
fibril structure and their role in peptide behavior through the mutants pre-
viously studied, and try to label fluorophores at various positions. We then
tested these positions for the covalent attachment of the fluorophores and
investigated which one of them causes the least perturbation of aggregation
kinetics and fibril morphology.

In order to covalently attach the fluorophore, we introduce cysteine muta-
tions at five different positions in Aβ42 and create the mutants S8C, Y10C,
S26C, V40C, and A42C (figure 4.6). Covalent labelling is then performed
using maleimide chemistry.

Figure 4.6: Structure of Aβ42 fibrils with four monomers per plane. The positions where cysteine is introduced
through site directed mutagenesis are shown - Ser8 (blue), Tyr10 (green), Ser26 (yellow), Val40 (or-
ange), Ala42 (red). These are the positions used for covalent attachment of Alexa fluorophores.
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Out of these, Ser8 and Tyr10 are on the N-terminal part of Aβ42, which is
flexible in the fibril structure. Ser26, Val40, and Ala42 are exposed on the
surface of the fibril core in two monomers per plane of a fibril, and buried
between two filaments of the fibril in the other two monomers per plane.

We successfully attach Alexa-fluor covalently to all the mutants. We find
that the mutants with Alexa attached at the N-terminal segment, namely
S8C and Y10C, are able to aggregate independently. When aggregating
in the presence of unlabelled WT Aβ42, the aggregation kinetics do not
show much perturbation for either S8C-Alexa or Y10C-Alexa. However,
when aggregating independently, the lag phase for both these peptides is
extended. Additionally, S8C-Alexa shows very similar fibril morphology to
WT Aβ42 when aggregating in the presence of WT, but forms shorter fibrils
independently. On the other hand, Y10C-Alexa fibril morphology seems
greatly perturbed both with and without the presence of WT. We already
saw in Paper II that mutations at the Tyr10 position cause changes in
the aggregation profile. While Tyr10 is located on the unstructured N-
terminal region of Aβ42, it is still very close to the fibril core. It makes
sense that having a large molecule such as an Alexa fluorophore attached
to this position greatly alters fibril structure as well.

S26C, V40C, and A42C require the presence of unlabelled WT monomers
in order to form fibrils, when labelled with Alexa. In Paper I we saw
that mutations at Val40 and Ala42 do not affect aggregation kinetics and
fibril morphology. In line with this, attaching Alexa fluor to V40C and
A42C does not cause significant perturbations in aggregation kinetics and
fibril morphology. However, S26C serves as an example of how fluorophore
labelling can greatly perturb aggregation kinetics and fibril morphology.
As can be seen in figure 4.5, two monomers in each plane of the fibril are
positioned in a way that their 26th residues face each other where the two
filaments meet. Having a large moiety such as Alexa positioned here is
sterically impossible and can be expected to greatly alter fibril structure.

Figure 4.7 compares S8C-Alexa488 and S26C-Alexa647 in terms of aggreg-
ation kinetics and fibril morphology, and gives an example of low perturb-
ation in contrast to high perturbation.
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Figure 4.7: Aggregation kinetics for Alexa-labelled peptides S8C and S26C in presence of different ratios of WT
Aβ42. The total monomer concentration is 5 µM and the curves represent median value of three
replicates for each ratio. We can see an extended lag phase with S26C, which increases with increasing
ratio of labelled peptide. The color code is the same for both peptides. Below, fibril morphology as
studied by cryoTEM. S26C fibrils are elongated, and show longer node-to-node distances, which we
used as proxy for fibril morphology in Paper I.

We can also say with confidence that while the molecular structures of
Alexa488 and Alexa647 are very different, this does not seem to effect
fibril formation or fibril morphology, which we tested by comparing V40C-
Alexa488 and V40C-Alexa647 (figure 4.8).
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Figure 4.8: Aggregation kinetics of V40C-Alexa488 and V40C-Alexa647 in presence of different ratios of WT Aβ42.
The total monomer concentration is close to 5 µM. V40C-Alexa488 and V40C-Alexa647 show similar
profile and time scale of aggregation, proving that both Alexa488 and Alexa647 have the same effect of
low perturbation on aggregation of the peptide. Color codes given in the left panel are the same for all
both the peptides. The bottom panel shows cryoTEM images of end-stage fibrils of V40C-Alexa488 and
V40C-Alexa647 in presence of 1:3.5 WT Aβ42. V40C-Alexa488 and V40C-Alexa647 show similar profile
fibril morphology, proving that both Alexa488 and Alexa647 have the same effect of low perturbation
on fibril morphology.

In conclusion, we successfully label these peptides with Alexa-fluors. These
peptides form fibrils that can be detected in fluorescence-based microscopy
techniques such as dSTORM (figure 4.9).
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Figure 4.9: dSTORM images of end-stage fibrils of Alexa-labelled peptides S8C-Alexa488, Y10C-Alexa647, S26C-
Alexa647+WT(1:3.5), V40C-Alexa488+WT(1:3.5), A42C-Alexa488+WT(1:3.5). The scale bar rep-
resents 200 nm.
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4.4 Paper IV

Equipped with the fluorophore-labelled mutant Aβ42 peptides from Pa-
per III, in this project we set out the answer some more questions about
secondary nucleation. The main aim here is to perform dSTORM imaging
of surface-catalysis of monomers on pre-formed fibrils along various time
points of the aggregation reaction in order to study the nature of the in-
teraction between monomers and fibrils. We choose S8C as a model for
WT Aβ42 in this project because, as we saw, it can aggregate independ-
ently, and it shows insignificant perturbations on aggregation kinetics and
fibril morphology when labelled with Alexa-fluor. Additionally, we also in-
clude the 4S mutant from Paper I. We saw that this mutant includes four
total substitutions - V18S + A21S + V40S + A42S, and the fibrils formed
by this mutant Aβ42 do not catalyze the aggregation of WT Aβ42. By
performing dSTORM imaging of the cross-seeding reaction between WT
monomers and 4S fibrils, and comparing it with the self-seeding of WT, we
can gain insight into what goes on during the surface-catalyzed secondary
nucleation process.

In order to covalently attach Alexa-fluor to the 4S peptide, we need to
introduce a cysteine residue in the sequence so that we can use maleim-
ide chemistry for the labelling. As we saw in Paper III, S8C mutants
independently form very short fibrils, and so it might not be an appropri-
ate labelling position for the 4S mutant, as the non-catalytic behavior of
4S fibrils towards WT monomers is highly dependent on fibril morphology
and structure. Since a V40C mutation causes insignificant perturbations
on fibril morphology, we choose to introduce this cysteine at residue 40. We
are also preserving the V18S substitution of the 4S mutant, which as we
saw in Paper I, is the key in causing the structural switch of the mutant
fibrils. Thus, the 4S mutant is now a combination of the substitutions -
V18S + A21S + V40C + A42S.

In order to visualize the difference between the two interacting entities, we
must also have monomers and fibrils labelled with different fluorophores.
We select Alexa488-labelled monomers to form the “seeds” and Alexa647 to
label the monomeric species. To perform seeding studies using dSTORM,
we first immobilize fibrils on a poly-L-lysine coated glass-bottom dish. The
positively charged lysine helps the negatively charged Aβ fibrils bind to the
surface. The reaction is then started by adding monomers in solution to the
glass-bottom dish. At the end of each time point, the unbound monomers
are washed away. Since the monomers are the reacting species, washing
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the excess monomers away will stop the reaction. The glass-bottom dish is
then used for imaging at the particular time point of reaction.

For the self-seeding reaction, we performed dSTORM every ten minutes,
starting from t=10 mins to t=80 mins. At the early time-points of 10 and 20
mins, we see small clusters of monomers at fibril surfaces. As the reaction
time progresses, a lot more of these monomer clusters can be noticed at
fibril surfaces where they grow into larger aggregates covering the entire
length of the fibril in some cases. When these aggregates keep growing, at
a certain point they detach from the fibrils and can be found in solution as
independent fibrils, which can then catalyze the growth of new monomers.
Since the newly formed fibrils detach from the ones immobilized on the poly-
L-lysine, only a few of these are observed bound to the poly-L-lysine on the
glass surface. Most of the detached aggregates would be removed when
the excess monomers are washed at the end of each time point. In the self-
seeding reaction, we observe the auto-catalytic nature of Aβ42 proliferation.
It is notable that monomer interaction and growth happens along the fibril
surfaces (Figure 4.10). It can thus be said that secondary nucleation occurs
along the entire length of the fibril, and involves the conversion of monomers
into larger aggregates, which then detach from the parent fibril as individual
fibrils in solution.

Figure 4.10: Highlights from the self-seeded aggregation studies to follow surface catalysis of WT Aβ42 on WT
Aβ42 fibrils studied using dSTORM imaging. The aggregation reaction was followed using time points
at 10 minute intervals. WT monomers are labelled with Alexa647 (fuchsia) and WT fibrils are labelled
with Alexa488 (cyan). The scale bars represent 200 nm.
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However, in the cross-seeding reaction, while monomers interact along fibril
surfaces, we fail to detect growth on the surface. The only monomer growth
occurs at the ends of the fibrils, i.e., elongation (Figure 4.11). Apart from
the failure of detecting growth at fibril surfaces, the other notable difference
in the cross-seeding reaction is the time scale of the reaction. When the
fibrils are catalytic to the monomers (substrate), the reaction progresses
much faster and the end stage is observed ∼80 minutes in the self-seeding
reaction. But without the catalytic nature of the fibrils, the cross-seeding
reaction proceeds more slowly. The time points here are taken one hour
apart, and the reaction is followed up to 5 hours to monitor elongation. It
is only at very late time points (12 hours) that we see fibrils formed from
the Alexa647 labelled monomers, presumably formed due to nucleation of
the monomers that don’t elongate on the seeds.

Figure 4.11: Highlights from the cross-seeded aggregation studies to follow surface catalysis of WT Aβ42 on 4S
fibrils studied using dSTORM imaging. The aggregation reaction was followed using time points at 60
minute intervals. WT monomers are labelled with Alexa647 (fuchsia) and 4S fibrils are labelled with
Alexa488 (cyan). The scale bars represent 200 nm.
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Figure 4.12 summarizes the trend of monomer growth on fibrils in the self-
and cross-seeding reactions. When surface catalyzed secondary nucleation
drives the aggregation process, a clear exponential period of growth is no-
ticed after an initial lag phase. After the aggregates have grown on the
fibril surface, they start detaching from the fibrils and exist as independ-
ent fibrils in solution, and the original seeds are free from these aggregate
species growing on them (figure 4.12(A)). However in the case of 4S fibrils,
the WT monomers are only able to elongate the fibrils, and are unable to
grow on their surfaces. As a result, growth from monomers is linear (figure
4.12(B)), as the time scale of elongation is slower than secondary nucle-
ation. These monomers elongating on fibrillar ends remain a part of the
original seeds, and do not detach as independent fibrils in solution.

Figure 4.12: Comparison of monomer growth in the self- and cross-seeded aggregation. The semi-quantitative
analysis is performed by counting small dots from Alexa488 (seeds) and Alexa647 (monomers) using
ImageJ software. Each dot can be counted as one molecule. Error bars represent the standard deviation
of Alexa647 signal from different image frames at each time point.
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5
A brief review of what we know about secondary

nucleation

“I did it for me. I liked it. I was good at it. And, I was really. . . I was
alive.”

- Walter White, Breaking Bad.
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Secondary nucleation for proteins was first reported in 1985 for sickle cell
haemoglobin [86]. Since then, it has been established as the dominant
mechanism for the aggregation of other amyloid proteins such as IAPP
[54], insulin [87], and α-synuclein [53, 88]. For Aβ42, it was in 2013 that
the model for secondary nucleation dominated aggregation was established
[42]. In this chapter, I will try to summarize what we know about secondary
nucleation in Aβ42 so far, and what the findings in this thesis add to that
information. Past evidence suggests that secondary nucleation does not
depend on one particular part of the peptide sequence or fibril structure.
Here, I will try to discuss the roles of the two different parts of the fibril
structure in secondary nucleation, and other factors that affect it. While we
will touch upon only the intrinsic factors affecting protein aggregation, it is
worth keeping in mind that extrinsic factors such as pH [52], ionic strength
[89], and temperature [84] are also known to affect secondary nucleation.

5.1 The role of the N-terminal region in second-
ary nucleation

As mentioned earlier, Aβ42 is generated by the cleavage of a larger trans-
membrane protein, APP, when APP is cleaved by β-secretase before Asp1
of the Aβ-domain [7]. However, there is now ample evidence that APP may
be proteolyzed at residues other than at the canonical β-secretase site, and
that Aβ exists as various length variants including both extensions and
truncations at the N- and the C- terminus [90–93]. Six such extensions of
5 to 40 amino acids in length were studied, and it was observed that ex-
tensions at the N-terminus affect the rate constants of all microscopic steps
involved in Aβ aggregation, including secondary nucleation. It also showed
that the longer the extension, the larger the effect on the rate constants
[94]. Interestingly, a truncated version of the peptide, Aβ5-42, was shown
to be more prone to aggregation and have an enhanced rate of nucleation
[95]. N-terminally truncated pyroglutamate-Aβ3-42 is also known to show
increased aggregation propensity and increased neurotoxicity [96]. Simula-
tion studies have also demonstrated that extensions at the N-terminus show
retarded fibril formation due to the decreased probability of “productive”
molecular encounters between monomers and fibrils [94]. It can thus be ar-
gued that the length of the flexible N-terminal segment that decorates the
fibrils plays a role in secondary nucleation by influencing the interaction of
monomers with the fibrils.
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Recent studies have also investigated the role of the N-terminal segment
amino acid sequence in secondary nucleation, where the order of the amino
acids was scrambled, keeping the same composition in order to not affect the
hydrophobicity or net charge. This also resulted in retardation of primary
and secondary nucleation [97]. A high fraction of familial AD mutants,
both pathogenic and protective, have been found in the N-terminal region.
Other designed mutants which change the hydrophobicity or net charge
have also been studied.

Two familial mutations are found at Ala2 position of Aβ42. One mutation
- A2V, is pathogenic [98]. A2V increases the hydrophobicity of the pep-
tide and shows an increased rate of secondary nucleation [52]. The second
mutation - A2T, is protective [99]. A2T decreases the hydrophobicity of the
peptide and lowers the rate of secondary nucleation and oligomer formation
[100]. In Paper II we saw that mutants designed to alter hydrophobicity
at various other positions in the N-terminal region also show an effect on
the fibril mass produced via secondary nucleation.

At position His6, the familial mutant H6R is found to alter the net charge of
the peptide by making it less negative [101]. H6R produces more oligomers,
and these oligomers are more toxic to neuronal cells than wild type Aβ42
[102]. Two familial mutations are found at Asp7 position of Aβ42. The
first mutation - D7N, removes a negative charge and adds a polar residue
[103]. D7N causes increased production of oligomers and higher toxicity
to neuronal cells [102]. The second mutation - D7H, removes a negative
charge and adds a positive charge [104]. Histidine also affects the metal ion-
binding properties of Aβ42, which are known to affect aggregation behavior.
D7H is susceptible to the formation of ion-induced oligomers and exhibits
greater toxicity [104]. Other mutants designed to alter net charge at the
N-terminal part of Aβ40 have also shown an effect on various microscopic
steps of the aggregation process [105].

So far, with regards to the N-terminal segment, we have touched upon ex-
tensions, truncations, amino acid sequence, hydrophobicity, and net charge,
which all seem to affect secondary nucleation. While some of these factors
lower the rate of secondary nucleation, none of them completely eliminate
it, and it is still the main driving force of the aggregation process.
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5.2 The role of the fibril core in secondary nucle-
ation

The Aβ42 sequence contains a large number of hydrophobic residues. Most
of these are buried in the fibril core, but four hydrophobic residues are
exposed on the surface of the fibril core - Val18, Ala21, Val40, and Ala42
(figure 2.3) [62]. These four hydrophobic residues form two extended hydro-
phobic patches along the fibril surface. In Paper I, we saw that replacing
these four hydrophobic residues with the hydrophilic serine does not elim-
inate secondary nucleation. Certain familial mutations are also found at
these hydrophobic positions. A21G affects the hydrophobic side chain at
residue 21 [106] and its degradation by proteolysis is significantly slower
[107]. Some studies have shown that this mutation decreases the aggrega-
tion propensity of Aβ42 [108, 109]. Other studies show that A21G also has
different fibril morphology as compared to WT Aβ42 [110].

Additional to the four exposed hydrophobic residues, the Aβ42 fibril core
also has four charged residues exposed on the surface (figure 2.3) [62]. Two
of these residues are positively charged - Lys16 and Lys28, and two residues
are negatively charged - Glu22 and Asp23. A number of familial AD muta-
tions are found at these positions. One mutation - E22Q [111], has one
less negative charge than WT Aβ42. E22Q has nucleation rates about one
order of magnitude higher than WT, but the secondary nucleus conversion
rate is still comparable to WT. The fibrils of this peptide are relatively
shorter than WT [110]. Another mutation - E22G [112], also has one less
negative charge than WT but the size of the side chain is much smaller.
Additionally, E22G mutation makes the peptide more hydrophobic. This
significantly increases the aggregation propensity of E22G [110]. The nuc-
leation rate constants are higher, and the fibrils formed by this mutant are
shorter, pointing to an increased rate of secondary nucleation. E22G is also
linked to a very aggressive early onset AD [113]. The third mutation at
Glu22 - E22K [114], has two units less negative charge than WT, and re-
places a negatively charged residue with a positively charged residue. E22K
has significantly decreased secondary nucleus conversion rate, and distinctly
changed fibril morphology [110]. At Asp23, the familial mutant linked to
early onset AD is D23N [115]. This mutation conserves the size of the side
chain but has one less negative charge than WT. D23N shows an enhanced
aggregation rate and increased secondary nucleation rate constant [110].

An interesting familial mutation in the fibril core is the deletion mutation
Aβ42∆19−24, which involves the deletion of six residues from the middle of
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the peptide sequence [116]. Two of these six residues are Val18, and Ala21,
which are exposed on the surfaces of the WT fibril, studied in Paper
I. This mutant shows increased aggregation propensity compared to WT
Aβ42, and is also known to form polymorphic fibrils.

Now, with regards to the surface of the fibril core, we have touched upon
deletions, hydrophobicity, net charge, and size of side chains, which all seem
to affect secondary nucleation. While some of these factors lower the rate
of secondary nucleation, none of them completely eliminate it, and it is
still the main driving force of the aggregation process. It is noteworthy
however, that a common feature reported in a lot of these mutations is the
resulting change in fibril morphology.

5.3 Specificity in secondary nucleation

While it is widely accepted that monomers growing at fibrillar ends via
elongation take up the structure of the parent fibril, it is only very recently
that the question has been asked if there is a similar templating role of the
fibril structure involved in secondary nucleation.

The first indication of such a mechanism being involved was noticed during
the cross-seeding studies of Aβ42 and Aβ40 [85]. Both these peptides are
involved in the pathology of AD, and have the same peptide sequence,
except for the two missing residues at the C-terminus of Aβ40. Yet, they
are known to adapt different fibril structures. The morphology of the fibrils
for both these peptides is markedly different [85]. The aggregation of Aβ42
monomers is not catalyzed by Aβ40 fibrils, and vice versa.

This idea of a templating role of secondary nucleation is perpetuated by
the findings in Paper I, where we see that mutants with different fibril
morphology, and likely a different fibril structure - namely V18S, (18+21)S,
and 4S - fail to catalyze the aggregation of WT Aβ42 monomers. Here, we
also saw that Aβ40, which fails to cross-seed with WT Aβ42, shows cross-
seeding with these Aβ42 mutants. Indeed, these Aβ42 mutants have very
similar fibril morphology to the Aβ40 fibrils. This presents a great starting
point for further investigation, and obtaining the fibril structure of these
mutants would provide useful information on the nature, characteristics,
and features of the fibril surface which fails to catalyze monomers of the
WT peptide in relation to the one that does.

Aβ37 and Aβ38 are other length variants of the Aβ peptide with trun-
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cations at the C-terminus, that are physiologically abundant. A study
following the interactions of Aβ37, Aβ38, Aβ40 and Aβ42 shows that both
Aβ37 and Aβ38 show fibril morphology which is similar to Aβ40 fibrils
[117]. Indeed, Aβ42 monomers do not cross-seed with Aβ37 and Aβ38
fibrils. However, Aβ40 monomers show cross-seeding with both these pep-
tides to some extent [117]. This once again suggests a link between fibril
morphology (or structure) and surface catalyzed secondary nucleation.

A recent study investigated the interaction between Aβ40 and Aβ16-22,
another length variant that is involved in AD. Both seeded aggregation
studies and molecular dynamic simulations were performed in this study.
It was observed here that aggregation of Aβ40 monomers is catalyzed by
Aβ16-22 fibrils. These monomers recognize structural features of fibrils
and dock onto them, which catalyzes their assembly [118]. A similar phe-
nomenon might be an explanation behind something noticed in Paper IV,
where dSTORM experiments show that WT Aβ42 monomers do interact
with the surface of 4S Aβ42 fibrils, but fail to grow into a larger nucleus on
them. In contrast, the growth of monomer clusters into denser nuclei can
be observed when WT Aβ42 monomers interact with WT fibrils. Could it
be that there are specific sites on the fibril surface that are important for
nucleation? Or perhaps growth by monomer nucleation requires structural
compatibility?

Another recent study has shown that WT Aβ42 monomers fail to nucleate
on the fibrils of a designed mutant S26Q, which seems to take up a different
fibril structure [119].

Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy insights into sec-
ondary nucleation events have shown that fibrils formed by secondary nuc-
leation resemble the parent fibril population, and that majority of the par-
ent fibril population is capable of self-replication by secondary nucleation,
rather than a small fraction of “superspreader” fibrils [120]. These studies
also show that there is no correlation between secondary nucleation events
and micrometer-scale morphological features such as the local curvature of
fibrils. Further proof of the necessity of structural compatibility between
monomer and parent fibril for successful seeding has come from studies
showing the importance of chirality in the process of secondary nucleation
[121]. These findings point to an underlying molecular mechanism involved
in secondary nucleation.

On the whole, there seems to be growing evidence suggesting that the
ability of monomers to nucleate on a fibril surface is indeed very strongly
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linked to the ability of the monomers to take up the structure of the parent
fibril.
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